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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 Iraqi forces have moved forces into Kurdish controlled areas within Kirkuk province; it has now emerged 

without the approval of the KRG, though they have stopped short of initiating direct confrontation. Negotiations 

are ongoing, and regional commentary has stated that there is potential for further escalation within Kirkuk's 

disputed areas in the next 24. However, Abadi has effectively asserted Iraq's authority, now using military as 

well economic and political levers, and has consistently messaged that he does not seek conflict.  

 
 ISF are moving CTS and Federal Police units to Anbar’s Euphrates River Valley to recommence the clearance 

of IS’ last remaining territorial holding in Iraq. This may see heightened impetus for high-profile attacks into 

population centres in the north, west and capital regions. These will likely be constrained by security footprint, 

particularly in Baghdad, with attacks most likely to strike secondary or opportunistic targets in outlying districts 

(including checkpoints). IS have increased their attack tempo in eastern Anbar. Though recent IS suicide 

attack plans appear to be focusing on towns in the ERV, the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah are likely to be key 

targets for further high-profile attacks, as was seen on September 27. 

 

 A complex attack in western Dhi Qar on September 14 exhibits IS retains intent and capability for substantial 

attacks in the southern provinces. The region remains assessed as non-permissive for IS to significantly 

escalate operations due to demographics, with the few Sunni militant sympathizers in the region remaining 

isolated. Other major attacks in the south so far this year include two SVBIED attacks in Basra province on 

May 19 and SVIED attacks in Karbala and Babel on June 9. 

Medium to long term outlook  

 

 In the absence of a concerted effort to engage disenfranchised and radical tribes in Sunni dominated areas of 

the country, it is possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points 

between radical Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups, especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  

Limited reporting has already pointed to displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. IS 

is almost certain to revert to a decentralized insurgency, conducting asymmetric attacks in permissive areas of 

the country, which will be complemented by more substantial complex attacks in areas of Anbar, Salah ad-Din, 

and Nineveh.  

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by the dispatch of large segments of 

the security forces to the frontlines up north.  Long-term tensions are also likely to be driven by the return of 

Shia militia factions likely expecting material and social rewards for the contribution in the national campaign 

against IS. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

ISF move into disputed areas in Kirkuk; negotiations deter direct confrontation 
Despite rumours and contradictory reports over October 11/12, it now appears that Iraqi forces have moved 

forces into Kurdish controlled areas within Kirkuk province, although contrary to some reports this has not 

resulted in direct conflict between Kurdish and federal forces. The US has stated that it will not allow any actor to 

take military steps against the Kurds in their three core provinces, Erbil, Dahuk, and Sulaimaniyah. It has also 

quietly but insistently signaled Baghdad that any effort to regain access to disputed areas such as Kirkuk should 

not involve violence, should not be led by Iranian-backed militias, and should leave ample room left for 

negotiation. Thus far, Abadi seems to have respected these concerns, and the Kurds have likewise been urged 

to refrain from using force.  

 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Low Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**   North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 
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LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Political 
 

Iraq asks Turkey and Iran to close borders with Kurdistan 

Iraq has sent an official request to both Turkey and Iran to close all border posts with the Kurdistan Region until 

the latter hands them over to the federal government in Baghdad.  “The Foreign Ministry submitted an official 

memorandum to the embassies of Turkey and Iran in Baghdad a week ago that included a formal request for the 

governments of the two countries to deal with the federal government in Baghdad exclusively with regard to 

border crossings and the closure of all crossings with the Kurdistan Region,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Ahmed 

Mahjoub said in a statement posted on Facebook on October 7.  The statement said that Baghdad also urged 

Ankara and Tehran to suspend all commercial transactions with Kurdistan, especially those related to the export 

of oil.   

 

Speculative signs of dialogue between Baghdad and Erbil 

Some media reports have claimed that two of Iraq’s three vice presidents are backing dialogue between Erbil 

and Baghdad to find a resolution to the current referendum crisis. They have also expressed support for lifting 

punitive measures imposed by the central government in response to the vote.  Kurdistan Region President 

Masoud Barzani was reported to have met with Iraqi Vice Presidents Ayad Allawi and Osama al-Nujaifi in 

Sulaymaniyah on October 7, where they had gathered to attend the funeral of Kurdish leader Jalal 

Talabani.  The Chief of Staff of the Kurdistan Region Presidency (KRP), Fuad Hussein, later announced that the 

three agreed on four points, including “the immediate lifting of punishments on the Kurdistan Region.”  Hussein 

said the three leaders had agreed for meetings to start between “Iraq’s main political parties to calm the 

situation” and the meetings should have an “open agenda.”  He also added that Barzani and the two vice 

presidents agreed the meetings should be held “in the near future.”   

 

Claims that Shia MPs plan to remove Kurdish MPs in Baghdad for voting ‘Yes’ in the referendum 

Reports on October 8 claimed that Shakhawan Abdulla, deputy head of the KDP faction in the Iraqi parliament 

claimed that a number of Shia members of the Iraqi Parliament have suggested that the Parliamentary Speaker 

include a vote in the next session of parliament to remove those Kurdish members who voted ‘yes’ in the 

September 25 referendum.  “Iraq’s Parliamentary Legal Committee, with the support of a number of Shia MPs 

have suggested voting to remove KDP, PUK and KIU members for voting ‘Yes’ in the referendum,”, Abdulla 

stated.  Abdulla stated that he had already decided he would leave Baghdad permanently and return to the 

Kurdistan Region should Parliament chose to hold the vote, stating “I would feel proud to be dismissed for 

expressing my will.”   

 

Sadr’s supporters again threaten action if the current IHEC term is extended 

Supporters of Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr have vowed to ‘again’ storm the Iraqi Parliament if the term of the 

current Iraqi Independent High Electoral Commission’s (IHEC) commission was extended.  In a statement on 

October 9, the Central Revolution Committee, affiliated to Sadr, threatened action if the Iraqi parliament 

extended the IHECs term.  Reading the statement during a press conference at Baghdad’s Tahrir Square, Ikhlas 

al-Uobadi, a member of Sadr’s Central Revolution Committee, said, “We decided to postpone the 

demonstrations to give the parliament a chance to elect a new electoral commission, but we reject extending the 

mandate of the current electoral commission for any reason.”  

 

Baghdad announces new measures against the Kurdish Region 

Iraq's central government announced additional measures against the Kurdish region on October 9, which 

included action directed against key businesses in the region. In a new round of attempts to ratchet up pressure, 

Baghdad's National Security Council announced that a probe has been launched into Kurdistan's lucrative oil 

revenues and officials in the region who might have illegally monopolised the market. The council also said that 

a list of names of Kurdish officials who helped organised the referendum had been compiled and that the 
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government had filed a lawsuit through the office of the public prosecutor to put them on trial. Baghdad also said 

that it would seek to impose control over Kurdistan-based mobile phone operators and move their headquarters 

to the capital Baghdad.   

 

EU ready to mediate between Erbil and Baghdad: EU Envoy  

Kurdistan Region President Masoud Barzani received the EU Ambassador to Iraq, Ramon Blecua, and his 

accompanying delegation on October 9.  The EU Ambassador lauded the Kurdistan Regional Government for its 

humanitarian efforts and sheltering large numbers of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and refugees.  The 

parties exchanged views about the latest political developments in Iraq, particularly the independence 

referendum of the Kurdistan Region and the reactions that followed the vote. According to reports, the delegation 

offered EU mediation between Baghdad and Erbil to resolve their issues through dialogue.  A subsequent 

statement on the website of the Kurdistan Region Presidency (KRP) said that Barzani had asked the EU to play 

a crucial role as a mediator in the talks between Erbil and Baghdad as part of the international efforts to resolve 

the disputes between the two sides through dialogue.  The statement added that President Barzani reiterated 

that the Kurdish government is ready for negotiations with the central government in Baghdad on an open 

agenda and without any preconditions. 

 

PM Abadi: IS defeated in Iraq by year end, talks with KRG remain conditional  

Speaking during his weekly news conference, aired by state-run Iraqia News TV on 10 October, Iraqi Prime 

Minister Haider al-Abadi has said that by the end of this year, the Islamic State (IS) group will be uprooted from 

all Iraqi lands and border areas with Syria.  Abadi said that Iraqi forces have ended the presence of IS west of 

Kirkuk and are now advancing in Anbar Province.  The Iraqi premier also called on Kurdish Peshmerga to avoid 

clashing with the federal forces in disputed areas in Kurdistan Region, noting that the federal government is 

responsible for reinstating security there.  Commenting on reports that Kurds were asking for a confederal 

government to replace their referendum of independence, Abadi said that such measure "requires a 

constitutional amendment and the approval of 2/3 of MPs". "Any talks with the Kurdish government should be 

based on three points, namely rejecting the result of the referendum, abiding by the constitution and maintaining 

the unity of Iraq."  

 

Iraqi court orders arrest of Kurdish IHERC members, no ruling on sacking Kurdish MPs  

Rusafa Federal Court in Baghdad on October 11 ordered the arrest of the head and members of the Kurdistan 

Region’s Independent High Elections and Referendum Commission (IHERC).  The court acted in response to a 

request from the Iraqi National Security Council headed by Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi to take action 

regarding the Kurdistan referendum. The spokesman of the high judicial council, Abdulstar Bayraqdar confirmed 

in a statement that Rusafa Court had ordered the arrest and detention of the head and members of the Kurdish 

Elections and Referendum Commission. The court’s decision is in accordance with Article 329 of Iraqi Penal 

Code, he added.  The Kurdish IHERC subsequently rejected the federal court decision, claiming that the 

decision was ‘politically motivated’. "We do not consider this decision by the Iraqi federal court as anything 

important because this is a political decision," the head of the Kurdish IHERC, Handren Ahmad, said in an 

interview.  

Security 
 
More than 1,000 IS members surrendered in Hawija 

More than 1,000 IS fighters who promised to be ‘martyrs’ for the Caliphate surrendered without a fight after Iraqi 

forces drove IS from the northern Hawija enclave late last week, The New York Times reported on October 

8.  Authorities expect hundreds more to surrender as operations continue to ‘mop up’ IS remnants in the 

area.  According to reports, senior IS leaders had approached the Iraqi military to try and negotiate deals for 

themselves before they surrendered.  Many of the IS fighters who surrendered claimed to have been cooks or 

clerks. Some said they left because they were told to surrender, while others said they weren’t paid.   
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Pentagon confirms that October 1 attack that killed a US serviceman was an EFP 

In a Pentagon briefing on October 12, Maj Gen Robert White confirmed that the attack on October 1 in Salah ad-

Din province that killed one US soldier and injured another had been conducted using an explosively formed 

projectile (EFP). “It was a classic ambush spot,” White said of the assault site, adding that the penetrator used 

was steel.  Operation Inherent Resolve spokesman Army Col. Ryan Dillon did not cast blame on any particular 

actor on the battlefield telling The Washington Post “investigations are continuing into the type and quality of the 

device to better determine where it originated. To say whether or not IS did it or not, we have not determined that 

yet. We are not ruling anything out.”  

 

Iraqi forces move into disputed areas in Kirkuk province; negotiations deter direct confrontation 

Despite rumours and contradictory reports over October 11/12, Iraqi forces moved forces into Kurdish controlled 

areas within Kirkuk province on October 12, although contrary to some reports this did not resulted in direct 

conflict between Kurdish and federal forces.  Late on October 12, a column of Iraqi army units, including Popular 

Mobilization Units (PMUs) advanced over the Kurdish frontline berm south of Kirkuk city, within a fifteen-minute 

drive of the provincial capital and key oil fields. The two sides stopped short of direct confrontation after 

‘eleventh-hour’ negotiations between factions within the Kurdish government and Baghdad.  According to 

reports, Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi received a phone call from the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) 

representatives in Sulaymaniyah, asking for forty-eight hours to confer internally and with the other major 

Kurdish faction, the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP).   

Humanitarian  
 
UNHCR Iraq situation update – October 7, 2017  

On October 7, the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) released an update on the refugee 

situation within Iraqi.  A total of 3.2 million IDPs have been recorded across Iraq since January 

2014.  Approximately 817,000 internally displaced Iraqis remain currently displaced from Mosul and surrounding 

areas since military operations to retake the city began in October 2016.  A total of 1,709,000 IDPs, returnees 

and members of the host community from Mosul and surrounding areas have been assisted by UNHCR since 17 

October 2016.  Around 263,000 Iraqi refugees remain hosted in countries in the region, with 26,000 Iraqis 

received in camps in Hassakeh, Syria since October 2016.  While are no longer in control of the Hawija enclave 

in western Kirkuk province, the group still controls areas of western Anbar, including the towns of Rawah and Al-

Qaim. It is expected that an additional 50,000 people will be displaced from these areas as a result of military 

operations in the coming weeks and months. 

 

UN welcomes end of fighting in Hawija, but remains concerns for the safety of civilians 

UN Mission in Iraq said in a statement on October 9 that although the UN is relieved that fighting in and near 

Hawija in Kirkuk governorate is ending, humanitarian partners remain deeply concerned about the safety of 

civilian populations. The statement quoted the Humanitarian Coordinator for Iraq, Ms. Lise Grande as saying 

more than 5.4 million civilians have been displaced in Iraq since 2014, adding that millions of Iraqis have been 

helped to safety and protected by the Government of Iraq and the Kurdistan Regional Government during the 

conflict.  Grande added that humanitarian partners working in Iraq characterize the humanitarian crisis as a 

protection crisis.  Nothing is more important than protecting the civilians who have been impacted by the conflict. 

International humanitarian law is clear, everything must be done to ensure people are safe and have access to 

the assistance they need, Grande said.  

 

EU announces additional funds for Iraq stabilisation package 

The European Commission has announced a 60.4million (m) euros ($71.4m) stabilisation package to support 

Iraq after the liberation of areas held by IS, with the country still facing humanitarian, security, stabilisation and 

reconciliation challenges.  This new funding comes in addition to EU humanitarian aid in the country and other 

forms of financial assistance that now total EUR608.4m ($719.2m) since the beginning of the crisis in 

2014.  High Representative/Vice-President Federica Mogherini said that the EU is present to assist Iraq in 

building their post IS future. “We are and will continue to be active on the political, humanitarian, security and 
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development sides to help stabilising the liberated areas. This is a pre-condition for reconciliation, for the return 

of the many internally displaced who are eager to come back and for the longer term stability in Iraq.”  

Economy 
 
Iraq to reopen direct oil pipeline to Turkey, bypassing the Kurdish region 

Iraq will reopen an old crude oil pipeline to Turkey which bypasses one operated by the Kurdistan Regional 

Government (KRG); Reuters quoted the oil ministry as saying in a statement on October 10.  According to the 

report, Iraq’s oil minister, Jabar al-Luaibi, has asked state-owned North Oil Company (NOC) the operator of the 

Kirkuk fields, the State Company for Oil Projects and the state pipeline company to begin the process of 

restoring and reopening the Kirkuk Ceyhan pipeline.  The Kirkuk Ceyhan pipeline crosses territory taken by IS 

militants in 2014 and recaptured by Iraqi forces over the past two years.   

 

Saudi airline launches flights to Iraq after 25 years 

Saudi budget airline Flynas has announced that it will be starting flights to Iraq, making it the first Saudi carrier to 

do so in over 25 years, the company reported on Twitter and on its website on 11 October.  Flights from the 

kingdom’s main airports to a number of Iraqi cities are to begin within a few weeks, the airline said.  It quoted 

CEO Bandar al-Mohanna as saying that it was a ‘historic moment’ for the airline, as ‘the first Saudi carrier to land 

on Iraqi soil’ after a long suspension of air travel between the two countries, adding it would strengthen relations 

between the two countries.   
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
Reporting from Nineveh continues recent trends seen since the completion of the Mosul and Tal Afar operations. 

IS have contested PMU/ISF near the Syrian border, ISF in Tal Afar and Mosul have continued to clear former 

front-line areas of IS munitions caches, explosive devices and combat support infrastructure. Moreover, reporting 

in east Mosul is beginning to reflect a return to normality, in as much as there is now sufficient economic activity 

to occupy thieves and kidnappers.  ISF have continued to clear IS cells and fortifications from Mosul’s Old City; 

16 militants were reportedly killed during an operation to destroy IS tunnels in the district. Security forces also 

reported arresting a 22-member IS sleeper cell in several counter-terror raids in east Mosul; the group was said 

to be planning attacks against ISF locations and village-headmen.  

 

In western Nineveh, a US-led coalition airstrikes in Nineveh killed 17 IS militants near the Syrian Border. 

Elsewhere in the border region, PMU reported the destruction of five IS safe-houses. Three militants were 

reportedly killed in a failed infiltration attempt in Tal Asfuk near the Syrian border south west of Mount Sinjar. 

Security forces also killed three militants in a repelled IS attack in Hatra, south of Mosul.  
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Salah ad-Din has seen ongoing IS activity all along the eastern boundary with Kirkuk and Diyala, with one attack 

also reported from desert areas west of Baiji. Increased insurgent activity has been reported across Diyala again, 

including in the capital Baqubah and villages in its vicinity. Reporting from the province as also highlighted IS 

evident freedom of action north of Lake Hamrin.  Shirqat district has been the week's hotbed of activity; with a 

fatal IS mortar attack, and two ISF operations in the surrounding area seeing the release of two hostages and 

the reported deaths of several militants. ISF/PMU have responded, or continued routine disruption activity, with 

operations in the Makhoul Mountains in the north and in Zab, killing ‘dozens’ of militants. Coalition aircraft also 

destroyed three IS safe-houses in airstrikes in Mutaibijah village, near the provincial boundary with Diyala in the 

south of the province.  

 

Increased insurgent activity has been reported across Diyala. Within the provincial capital Baqubah, a cache of 

explosives was seized in Katoon, west Baqubah, and ISF reported the arrest of an IS militant facilitating financial 

aid to IS militants. Several other cache finds were also reported in surrounding villages, as was the arrest of an 

insurgent reported to be planning attacks in the city. Also in-keeping with recently reported trends, IS have 

continued to assert their presence in northern Diyala’s Qara Tepe district, north of Lake Hamrin. IS militants are 

reported to have murdered the village headman abducted a week ago near the district centre; IS had accused 

him of helping ISF. Press reporting yesterday also highlighted local concerns that the lack of an effective security 

presence in the area was allowing IS freedom of action in the north.  

 

 

 

. 
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Anbar Province 

 

 

 

CTS and Federal Police are understood to have been dispatched to western Anbar to continue the clearance of 

Rawah and Al-Qaim, IS’ last remaining territorial holdings in Iraq. Reporting has also stated that the Iraqi Air 

Force has conducted a leaflet drop, highlighting the swiftness of recent victories in Tal Afar, Hawija and Anah, 

and advising civilians to tune to specific radio stations for further messaging. This follows reports earlier in the 

week that signaled shaping activity for the operation, including increased airstrikes in Al-Qaim, and raids into 

areas west of Anah, liberated in the initial phase of the operation in late September. 

A clearance operation was launched in the desert areas of Thamil and al-Qadhif valley, west of Ramadi. Fifteen 

vehicles and three generators were reportedly destroyed in Iraqi airstrikes on an IS training camp in the desert 

area of the 160 Kilo, also west of Ramadi.  

However, following the preceding week’s series of clearance operations and airstrikes in desert areas around 

Ramadi, this week has seen the majority of IS activity against targets in the GoI controlled Euphrates River 

Valley. The most significant attack, in Hit, 50km northwest of Ramadi, saw 15 killed and seven wounded in an 

SVIED detonation in a local café.  ISF and Sunni PMU have issued several reports throughout the week, 

claiming to have killed would-be attackers in Hit, Haditha and Bagdhadi. This included the shooting and killing of 

a 13-year old reported to be attempting a suicide attack at an unspecified location in the province. 
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

Activity within Baghdad city has been routine, with six IED attacks reported in outlying areas, two of which were 

fatal. Attacks in Bakiryah (western Mansour), al-Makasib (south of BIAP), Maalif (West Rashid) and Dora killed 

two and wounded 18. One civilian was killed and two others wounded by an IED emplaced near a private 

generator in Zafaraniyah in southeastern Baghdad. One Sunni PMU member was killed and three others injured 

in an IED strike against their patrol in Hawr Rajab, Dora. Both fatal attacks were in the south east.  

In other violent activity, several abductions, car-jacking’s and shooting attacks were reported around the city, 

with several such incidents occurring in Rusafah’s Palestine Street.  ISF reported multiple counter-terror arrests 

in Abu Ghraib, and two fugitives from Badush prison were arrested in separate incidents in Rusafah and 

Adhamiyah.  
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Central Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

Insurgent activity in the Baghdad belts has remained low. Only three IED attacks were reported; a decline from 

five last week and 12 the week preceding. Two were fatal; one person was killed by a UVIED in the north of the 

province, and a roadside detonation near local shops killed one individual and wounded four in Madain in the 

south east. In other violent activity, one person was killed and two others injured in a tribal clash in the northern 

district of Taji. 
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

The south in this period has been characterised by low-level civil unrest and criminally or tribally motivated 

armed violence. An armed attack on a Kurdish business in Babel highlights the current antipathy within federal 

Iraq towards Kurds over the recent referendum, and what is seen as an illegitimate occupation of the disputed 

territories. 

 

The telecom provider reported that its office in Babel's provincial capital Hillah was 'destroyed' and seven 

employees abducted in an attack last night. Media reports indicate that several explosive devices and possible 

small arms fire caused the damage to the office. The attack shut-off some internet service in Najaf, Karbala, 

Babel, Diwaniyah and Muthanna. Some press reports have since stated that the kidnapped employees had later 

been released. 

 

Aside from this, the usual patterns of reported activity have been seen throughout the province. Northern Babel 

has seen continued targeted violence against civilians and ISF. A civilian was shot and killed by unidentified 

gunmen who stormed his apartment in the Hutyn residential complex in Iskandariah, north of Hillah. Reporting 

from October 7 also stated that three PMU members were killed and three others wounded in a SAF attack on 

security outposts in Farisya, Jurf al-Nasr. Babel ISF EOD also disarmed a UVIED attached to a civilian Kia truck 

in Jibela, 30km northwest of Hillah.  
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Reporting from Basra on October 9 has stated that three people were injured in tribal clashes in al-Hussein, 

central Basra. An armed stand-off was also reported during the week in Basra's al-Zubayr hospital between local 

residents and the police. Other tribal clashes were reported in Maysan’s Kahla district, south of Amarah, and in 

Dhi Qar’s Shatrah area, north of Nasiriyah. Two children were reportedly injured in the Shatrah incident, and 

several suspects were arrested by ISF. 

 

Several counter-terror arrests were also reported, highlighting the enduring but low-level threat from the Sunni 

insurgency. In one noteworthy incident, Dhi Qar ISF reported the arrest of a militant from Babel conducting 

hostile reconnaissance on PMU medical facilities in Nasiriya’s al-Hussein hospital. ISF conducted a large-scale 

cordon and search operation in Bat'ha, north of Nasiriyah.  

 

Protests were reported across the south, relating to a range of long-standing national and local issues. Crowds 

numbering in the ‘dozens’ staged protests outside Karbala, Diwaniyah and Muthanna provincial councils, 

variously demanding the disbandment of the IHEC, improvements to local services, and the annulment of the 

Kurdish independence vote. Dozens of employees working for the Ministry of Electricity also gathered outside 

Dhi Qar provincial council in Nasiriyah to protest the delays of their monthly salary payments. Employees of the 

state-owned Iraqi Land Transport Company reportedly staged a protest in Andalus in the north of Basra city to 

demand the resignation of the director. 
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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